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Vox - superblocks: How Barcelona is taking city streets back from cars Urbanized (2011) movie Trailer

please have a look at these two video 
references. This is the tone we love and  
would like to go for in these videos too. 

The vox video also has fantastic visual 
references of motion graphics. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZORzsubQA_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHWwxBEfikw


sCriPT brEakDown



“international City peer learning networks - 
Facing the Future Challenges of Cities”

short V.o. from an interview explaining 
the the organisation or the purpose of 
city development, etc.

We open on various timelapse cityscapes 
footage which then cuts to our interview 
subject

TEXT

VoiCE oVEr

VisUals



With more than a half of the world‘s population 
living in urban areas, the way we look at the 
future development of our towns and cities can 
have major consequences on the way we live 
and engage with one another.

Combination of cityscapes, and individual 
commuters from cities around the world. 
engaging with transport, relaxing in parks, 
doing laundry, kids playing in playground etc. 
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although context and conditions may differ 
across the globe, many of the challenges 
and opportunities created by the increasing 
urbanization of our societies worldwide are 
often quite similar. 

graphic displaying urbanisation of a city as a 
clock in the right hand corner counts the years. 
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new forms of cooperation between local, 
regional and national levels are needed in an 
effort to tackle current and future challenges, 
in conjunction with alliances that support 
and learn from each other nationally and 
internationally. 

graphic separating local, regional and national 
levels of government. motion graphics show 
the three levels of government interacting 
with one another. 
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in 2013, south africa and germany championed 
a learning alliance on integrated urban 
development, driven by the desire to develop 
and implement national urban policies that seek 
to foster a shared understanding of how best to 
manage urbanization, improve living conditions 
for all citizens and create integrated, livable 
neighborhoods.

graphic showing south africa and germany as two 
seperate maps. The two maps are linked by moving 
arrows and connected dots to each city.

--> Timeline and more detailed history for 6 minutes.
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This partnership is triggering a new way of 
implementing integrated urban development, 
in line with the demands of the “new Urban 
agenda”, sdg 11 and the principles of the 
“leipzig Charter”

TeXT: “a new way of implementing integrated 
urban development” 

Urban energies network activity footage plays 
in the background.

TeXT:  “new Urban agenda”
           “sdg 11” 
           “leipzig Charter”

VoiCE oVEr

VisUals & TEXT A new way of implementing 
integrated urban development

Leipzig Charter



The network includes representatives from both 
country’s national urban development ministries, 
city networks as well as representatives from 
selected cities. 

The participants not only learn from, and advise 
each other, but they also pool their insights and 
lessons towards more integrated and livable 
neighborhoods beyond the six partner cities. 

in addition, the network engages with higher 
levels of government, providing their insights 
and recommendations in order to inform 
national policies and support programs.

graphic showing how the ecosystem of the 
organisation works, followed by selected city 
profiles (animated - “steckbriefe”). 

Cut to source footage of networks activities.

TeXT: integrated and livable neighborhoods

VoiCE oVEr

VisUals & TEXT INTEGRATED liveable 
NEIGHBOURHOODS

EkUHURLENI
METROpOLITAN MUNICIpALITy

Inhabitants:

3,178 m

2.47%
yearly growth rate of



new forms of cooperation between local, 
regional and national levels are needed in an 
effort to tackle current and future challenges, 
in conjunction with alliances that support 
and learn from each other nationally and 
internationally. 

graphic separating local, regional and national 
levels of government. motion graphics show 
the three levels of government interacting 
with one another - use of familiar graphic (in 
more detail...) 
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This peer support focuses on inter-sectoral 
and departmental management models, citizen 
participation, and developing local ownership, 
as well as sharing experience on how to leverage 
funding and stakeholder buy-in, for example 
through outreach and communication.

source footage of workshops etc. 
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--> Concluding sentiment - To Be discussed

Urban footage of people in various cities 
engaging with one another — markets, 
transport, recreational activities, etc.
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